**SUPPLIES**

- Flowers & Frames Embellishment Kit
- Wonder II by Lauren Hinds Designer Cardstock
- Floral Flourish by Katie Pertiet Journal Cards
- Scallop Shell Designer Cartridge
- Pearls & Brads Goodie Box
- Foam Mounting Squares
- Mini Adhesive Dots
- Multi-purpose Tool
- 12" Foam Wreath

**INSTRUCTIONS**

1. Punch with Scallop Shell Designer Cartridge opposite ends of three pieces of Wonder II Designer Cardstock (we used light green gingham, mauve and white stripe, and blue watercolor design). Trim into 12" pieces using scallop shell design as guide (cut every two scallops into a strip).

2. Wrap one punched paper piece around foam wreath; tack in place with adhesive and staple close to wreath to secure. Repeat with remaining paper mixing designs.

3. Print Happy Spring on blue daisy Journal Card (or use stickers to spell words). Adhere to back of mauve with gold stripe chipboard frame from Flowers & Frames Embellishment Kit; trim off excess journal card. Adhere to wreath.

4. Select variety of coordinating flowers and greenery from Flowers & Frames Embellishment Kit and adhere to wreath as shown. To add dimension, roll edges of some flowers and adhere with Foam Squares. Using Mini Adhesive Dots, adhere medium and small coordinating pearls to center of random flowers. Adhere grouping of three white pearls above and below flower design on wreath.

5. Cut three to six 1/4" pieces of coordinating Designer Cardstock. Roll on Multi-purpose tool to create spirals (use skewer or other object to create tighter spirals). Adhere behind flowers, Happy Spring sign, and other locations.

**SAMPLE**